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TRANSFER TRAILERS

LEADING THE WAY
I am pleased to introduce you to the MAC Trailer product line. Over 25 years ago, I started in 
business as a one-man operation repairing wrecked trailers in a single bay garage. Since 
then, MAC Trailer has grown to be the nation’s foremost manufacturer of dump, flatbed, 
drop-deck, transfer, dry bulk pneumatic tank, and liquid tank trailers. MAC Trailer now 
encompasses over 1 million square feet of facilities on campuses over 500 acres, and we 
are able to service both national and international markets.

The success of MAC Trailer can be attributed to a quality product built by quality people. Our 
product lines are complemented with an experienced sales staff, an extensive dealer 
network, and a full service and repair facility. In addition, a complete aftermarket parts 
department provides our customers an added level of support.

As a manufacturer, we recognize the ever-changing market and the necessity to maintain a 
competitive edge. Our innovative trailer designs will increase payloads, maximize 
performance, and enhance profitability. MAC Trailer is committed to continued improvement 
in our design to meet the demands of our customers, and we are pleased that you have 
joined us on our journey to do so.

–Michael A. Conny



MOVING FLOOR
MSW | MULCH | PLASTICS | SCRAP

TIPPER
MSW | HEAVY HAULS
MAC Trailer tippers serve heavy haul jobs, where volume, tare weight, 
and maximum payload are crucial. While offering tapered designed 
lengths up to 53” and the capability of accommodating 148 cubic 
yards of volume, these tippers still maintain a lightweight structure. 
Additionally, the rear bumper and top-hinged overslung gate are 
engineered to be compatible with all styles of tipping platforms. If 
the advantages of a lightweight and high-volume tipper 
trailer are the primary goal, the MAC Trailer tippers 
are the optimal choice.

Rear push bumper with
tow hooks

MAC Trailer moving floor transfers are ideal for those looking for 
flexibility and structural durability in their hauling jobs. There are 
two configurations available; either the classic, a fully welded 
aluminum sheet & post, or the smooth-sided “MVP” MACLOCK® 
(MAC Vertical Panel). Also offered are different drive unit packages, 
which includes a leakproof or conventional design. Moving floor 
transfer trailers serve a wide variety of hauling applications, 
including MSW, solid waste, steel, agricultural and wood materials, 
plastics, scrap, crushed cars, and sand.

Save weight with
reverse mount dollies

OPTIONAL FEATURES



MAC Trailer multi-axle transfers are 
optimal for those who are required to 
meet specified road legalities. This is 
especially critical in Canada, Michigan, 
New York or other geographic areas 
where multi-axles are a necessity in 
order to be compliant with regulations. 
The MAC Trailer multi-axles transfers 
are designed in adherence to any 
specific axle positions, weight 
distribution factors, and bridge law 
requirements that a customer may 
have. With an industry leading 
reputation, these multi-axles can 
transport the most extreme loads and 
deliver in the most demanding of 
conditions.

Door in door – 
cone and bushing

Galvanized Paddle latch Packer latch with split
door feature

Mechanical side latch Mechanical side latch

MULTI-AXLE OPTIONS
HEAVY HAULS



Sliding air ride
suspension

Quad cam locksTailgate V–block

MSW | WOODCHIPS | RECYCLABLES
The MAC Trailer drop deck transfers are primarily for 
hauling lightweight materials that require a high-volume 
output. These drop deck transfers are available to include 
moving floors or tipper capabilities. With a wide variety of 
customizable options, these trailers can be tailored to the 
needs of specific hauls.

• 156+ cubic yard capacity 

• Outstanding Keith Walking Floor® Drive unit

• Available in tipper and moving floor configurations

• Several tailgate options

• Multiple Axle Configurations 

Full interior sidewall 
liner option

Split air flow gate - 
Solid/mesh combo

DROP DECK
M O V I N G  F L O O R  O R  T I P P E R  T R A I L E R S



With the Keith Walking Floor® Aggregate & Asphalt proven horizontal 
unloading technology, the improved safety precautions and reduced 
maintenance measures are unmatched.  

Controlled & Safe Unloading
 - Poses no risk of tipping or hitting overhead power cables.
 - Unloads on uneven ground, steep grades and on banked corners.
 - Metered discharge.
 - Unload partial loads.

Steel V-Slat Design
 - Long lasting high-wear steel flooring.
 - J-Bearing provides full-length bearing support.
 - Slat, bearing and sub-deck combination designed 
  for maximum impact.

Versatile Unloading Solutions
 - Unload sand, aggregate, rock and asphalt with the same trailer.
 - Deliver partial loads or unload at multiple locations.
 - Operates in tunnels, under bridges and overpasses.
 - Superior clean-out with V-SWEEP™ means no 
  load contamination.

Boosts Bottom Line
 - More Capacity than comparably sized tipper or belt trailer.
 - Increased payload means fewer trips, saving time and fuel.
 - No more trailer tip overs or belt replacements.

Clean Out
 - KEITH V-SWEEP™ System cleans floor & walls as trailer unloads.

Safety
 - No tipping risk or risk of coming into contact with   
  electrical lines.

Repair
 - Easy access to hydraulics; not necessary to unload 
  to inspect or repair.

Maintenance
 - No daily maintenance; contains few moving parts.

Durability
 - Floor slats are designed to absorb wear and 
  impact of aggregate & asphalt.

Air Flow GateMAC Man Door V-FloorLow Bow Top Rail“MVP” MACLOCK Smooth
Side Panel

V-SLAT MOVING FLOOR

Versatility
 - Move diverse products in same trailer; can unload 
  at multiple locations.

Loads & Unloads 
 - Move load forward after partial discharge, axle load.



N O R T H  A M E R I C A N

DEALER NETWORK

Scan the QR Code to find a 
MAC Trailer Dealer near you.



Follow Us!

Visit our website

Scan Code to 

www.MACTrailer.com
1-800-795-8454

MAC Trailer Sales Inc.
(Used Trailer Sales)
Alliance, Ohio

MAC Trailer
Aftermarket Parts, Inc.

Alliance, Ohio

MAC Waste Trailer, Inc.
Alliance, Ohio

MAC Trailer
Enterprises, Inc. 
Alliance, Ohio

MAC Trailer
Manufacturing, Inc.

Alliance, Ohio

MAC Manufacturing, Inc.
Salem, Ohio

MAC Trailer Texas
Haslet, Texas

MAC Trailer Oklahoma
Davis, Oklahoma

MAC Service Inc.
Alliance, Ohio


